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Abstract 7	

We present a two-method spherical approach to archeomagnetic dating based on directional 8	

variations of the geomagnetic field after vector treatment of all data, including individual in 9	

situ structure-level data used to calculate the reference variation curve and the archeomagnetic 10	

direction to be dated. In this paper, the reference curve for France was determined from a 11	

compilation of data acquired from kiln structures using a sliding window technique in which 12	

the varying durations and time shifts between windows are fixed according to the temporal 13	

distribution of individual reference data, as well as the bivariate extension of Fisher’s 14	

statistics. The first dating method involves identifying the time interval(s) in which the 15	

direction to be dated is closest to the mean directions that define the reference curve. The 16	

angles between the direction to be dated and reference curve directions, and the Fisher 17	

probability density function allow us to derive a coincidence probability density curve, from 18	

which it is possible to estimate a 95% probability level-based dating interval. The second 19	

dating method involves the determination of an archeomagnetic date in which the direction to 20	

be dated is statistically identical to a dated reference curve direction at the 95% confidence 21	

level. This approach is much more restrictive than the previous method because it requires an 22	

excellent agreement between the test and reference directions to obtain a dating result, while 23	

the first method is only based on relative proximity. Using examples of archeomagnetic 24	
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dating, we show that these two methods are complementarity and should be applied jointly to 25	

account for some of the limitations inherent in archeomagnetic dating, particularly due to the 26	

dispersion of the reference structure-level data. 27	

 28	
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 32	
1. Introduction 33	

Archeomagnetism allows for the recovery of information about ancient geomagnetic 34	

fields from the magnetic analysis of archeological artifacts that were fired during their 35	

manufacture or use (all types of kilns or artifacts such as pottery or architectural bricks). 36	

Archeomagnetism has two primary applications: in the context of geomagnetism, it can be 37	

used to characterize the temporal variations in the direction and/or intensity of the 38	

geomagnetic field through the analyses of dated artifacts; alternatively, in the context of 39	

archeology, our knowledge of the secular variation of the geomagnetic field can be used to 40	

propose an age for undated or poorly dated artifacts. 41	

The first archeomagnetic studies with archeological applications were conducted by 42	

Giuseppe Folgheraiter, Paul-Louis Mercanton, Pierre David and Bernard Brunhes (Principe 43	

and Malfatti, 2020; Gallet, 2021); subsequently, the first attempts at archeomagnetic dating 44	

(i.e. the proposal of dates based on recent geomagnetic secular variation) date back to 45	

Raymond Chevallier’s work on the chronology of volcanic flows on Mt. Etna (Chevallier, 46	

1925; see also Gallet, 2021 for a discussion of early uses of archeomagnetism). The latter 47	

study was based on preliminary directional data, as well as the erroneous assumption that the 48	

geomagnetic field behaved periodically. The archeomagnetic dating of artifacts was further 49	
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explored in the 1960s, primarily in France and the United Kingdom under the leadership of 50	

Emile Thellier and Martin Aitken, respectively (e.g., Thellier, 1966; Aitken, 1970 and 51	

references therein). The development of archeomagnetic research in the past 25 years has 52	

been remarkable with the construction of increasingly detailed reference directional-variation 53	

curves of the geomagnetic field covering the past millennia for several regions of the world. 54	

The reference curves, however, are still mainly confined to Europe (e.g., Gallet et al., 2002; 55	

Hervé et al., 2013; Batt et al., 2017; Molina-Gardín et al., 2018; Le Goff et al., 2020; see also 56	

Brown et al., 2021). These curves offer increasingly interesting possibilities for 57	

archeomagnetic dating, a method that is now commonly, if not frequently, used by 58	

archeologists (e.g., Catanzariti et al., 2007 ; Gómez-Paccard et al., 2008; Tema et al., 2015; 59	

Aidona et al., 2018; Principe et al., 2018). They can also aid in determining the chronology 60	

and mapping of volcanic events (e.g. Tanguy et al., 2007; 2011). In addition, the construction 61	

of a detailed reference curve of geomagnetic intensity for Western Europe over the past two 62	

millennia has allowed archeomagnetic dating of ceramic objects displaced from their firing 63	

site, which otherwise prevents them from being dated archeomagnetically (Genevey et al., 64	

2021). In the Near East, archeointensity studies conducted on much older pottery have also 65	

helped to constrain ceramic-based archeological chronologies (e.g. Shaar et al., 2020; Gallet 66	

et al., 2021). 67	

This paper is limited to the discussion of direction-based archeomagnetic dating. We 68	

highlight some of the inherent limitations of archeomagnetic dating and propose the 69	

application of a dual spherical approach to improve the reliability of the dating results 70	

obtained. 71	

 72	

2. Archeomagnetic direction measurements at the Institut de Physique du Globe de 73	

Paris 74	
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Over the past three years, directional archeomagnetic measurements have been carried out 75	

at the French National Magnetic Observatory, located in Chambon-la-Forêt and managed by 76	

the Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris (IPGP), using dedicated instruments that were 77	

developed and improved in the laboratory since its foundation at Saint Maur des Fossés by 78	

Emile Thellier (see Le Goff et al., 2020). 79	

The experimental protocol used in the laboratory, initially established by Emile Thellier 80	

and later used by Ileana Bucur, is based on two principles. The first is that samples must be 81	

oriented as precisely as possible by determination of the horizontal plane and direction of 82	

geographic north to obtain accurate archeomagnetic directions. Hence, the samples have large 83	

sizes on the order of dm3. They are systematically collected using a plaster cap technique 84	

(Thellier, 1967a; 1981). Dimensions of blocks collected in the field are adjusted in the 85	

laboratory to obtain standard samples 12 cm square with heights that integrate the entire 86	

thickness of the heated material within the studied structure, most often kilns. Structures built 87	

of bricks that were originally fired themselves are avoided in our laboratory. The 88	

magnetization of the samples is measured with an inductometer adapted to their large size 89	

(Thellier, 1967b; Le Goff, 1975). The orientation measurements made in the field are exactly 90	

preserved during preparation of the samples because no resampling is carried out, which is 91	

commonly done to make the sample size compatible with that required by conventional 92	

paleomagnetic instruments (~10 cm3). 93	

The second principle is based on the vast majority of the samples having only two types 94	

of magnetization: 1) a thermoremanent magnetization acquired during the last firing in the 95	

structure and 2) a viscous remanent magnetization linked to the spontaneous unblocking of 96	

the thermoremanent magnetization since the structure was last used, which is carried by a 97	

small fraction of magnetic grains. This viscous magnetization continuously follows the 98	

directional variations of the geomagnetic field, and increases in magnitude slowly with time 99	
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(e.g., Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997). It is therefore necessary to remove it to accurately measure 100	

the thermoremanent magnetization, which is representative of the ancient geomagnetic field. 101	

Rather than performing thermal or alternating field demagnetizations, as is usually the case in 102	

paleomagnetism, we perform magnetic viscosity experiments within a laboratory field, which 103	

are particularly effective in reliably isolating the thermoremanent magnetization (see 104	

discussion and details in Le Goff et al., 2020). We must emphasize that the aim of our paper 105	

is not to elaborate upon the advantages or disadvantages of the experimental method, from 106	

which almost all the data used below were derived, but rather to more generally present the 107	

utility of the dual approach that we are proposing for archeomagnetic dating. 108	

Following the work of Thellier (1981) and Bucur (1994), we have studied approximately 109	

500 kilns found in mainland France over the past 25 years. These kilns are comprised mainly 110	

of domestic and pottery kilns whose ages extends back over the past two millennia (see 111	

details in Le Goff et al., 2020). To calculate a reference directional-variation curve of the 112	

geomagnetic field for France, we applied the conclusions of Le Goff and Gallet (2019) to its 113	

temporal resolution, and retained only results dated to less than ± 50 years by archeologists. 114	

The resulting “Saint Maur” data compilation comprises almost 300 archeomagnetic 115	

directions. After applying a Virtual Geomagnetic Pole reduction of all data to a single 116	

reference site (Paris), the reference curve was calculated using a sliding window method, with 117	

window durations and time shifts adjusted according to the temporal distribution of the data 118	

(Le Goff et al., 2002; 2020). For each time window, an average archeomagnetic direction 119	

(described by its inclination, I, and its declination, D) and its 95%-confidence ellipse were 120	

calculated by weighting the individual data (i.e., measurements obtained at the structure level) 121	

based on the proportion of time an individual datum is contained in a window and using the 122	

bivariate extension of Fisher’s statistics (Le Goff, 1990; Le Goff et al., 1992). The usual 123	

elongated shape of each ellipse allows one to account for possible drift of the geomagnetic 124	
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directions during the duration of each window. The succession of ovals obtained, 125	

encompassing the period ranging from the first century BCE to 1700 AD, forms the French 126	

reference curve (Fig. 1), and its linear interpolation every 10 years is now commonly used for 127	

archeomagnetic dating. It is worth mentioning that the dispersion of the confidence circles of 128	

the individual structure-level directions used to calculate the curve is confined to a maximum 129	

envelope of about 3° around the mean curve (see Fig. 7 and discussion in Le Goff et al., 130	

2020). Any archeomagnetic direction to be dated should be located within this envelope. 131	

 132	

3. A dual spherical approach to archeomagnetic dating  133	

In general, any directional-based archeomagnetic dating relies on the comparison between 134	

the archeomagnetic direction (I, D, α95) obtained for a fired structure of unknown age and the 135	

reference directional variation curve determined for the geographic area or country in which 136	

the structure originated. In some cases, the reference curve used is derived from either a 137	

regional or global geomagnetic field model (e.g., Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2009). It should be 138	

noted that a Bayesian method of dating based on the calculation of an a posteriori age 139	

distribution has also been developed (Lanos, 2004; Lanos et al., 2005; Schnepp et al., 2015; 140	

Hervé and Lanos, 2017; Livermore et al., 2018). This technique, known as marginalization 141	

dating, has recently been applied to archeointensity data (e.g., Gallet et al., 2020; 2021; Shaar 142	

et al., 2020; Genevey et al., 2021). 143	

In commonly used archeomagnetic dating methods, the reference curve, no matter how it 144	

is calculated, is separated into two curves, one for declination and another for inclination, 145	

each with their respective error bars (e.g., Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2011 and references above). 146	

Archeomagnetic dates are then deduced from the product of the probability density 147	

distributions determined separately for the declinations and inclinations of the structures 148	
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being dated. In some cases, this methodology also includes the probability density distribution 149	

obtained for archeointensities. 150	

Here, however, we have chosen to use spherical statistics by comparing directional data 151	

without dissociating inclinations from declinations (Le Goff et al., 2002). Two dating 152	

methods are compatible with the oval time-window technique used to calculate the French 153	

reference directional-variation curve. In both cases, the values of the precision parameter K 154	

for the reference directions determined using the bivariate extension of Fisher’s statistics must 155	

be adjusted. To do this, from the direction of the elongation of each 95% confidence oval and 156	

the associated maximum and minimum values of K, we consider the value of K (referred to as 157	

Kref below) in the direction of the great circle passing through the reference direction and the 158	

direction to be dated (see equation 5 in Le Goff et al., 2002). The general principles of the 159	

first method, which provides a maximum proximity-based dating estimate, are similar to the 160	

technique described above: it identifies the time period(s) in which the direction being dated 161	

is closest to the mean directions that define the reference curve, taking into account their 95% 162	

margins of error. We use a simple statistic derived from the distribution of directions 163	

according to the Fisher probability density function (see for instance equation 6.5 in Butler, 164	

1992). For each pair formed by a reference direction (with its precision parameter Kref) and 165	

the direction to be dated (with its precision parameter referred to as Kdat), we calculate a 166	

probability of coincidence as the product of exp[Kref (cosγ – 1)] with exp[Kdat (cosγ - 1)], γ 167	

being the angle between the two directions. The successive reference directions then allow us 168	

to obtain a coincidence probability density curve, from which it is possible to establish a 95% 169	

probability-level dating interval on the basis of a surface calculation. As each oval of the 170	

directional variation curve is associated with a time window in addition to a central date, this 171	

interval is extended at its ends by half the window durations concerned. Note that the 95% 172	

confidence level depends on the nature of the variations over the time interval tested. The 173	
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latter can be adjusted (i.e., reduced) depending on independent chronological constraints (e.g., 174	

archeological constraints, radiocarbon and/or thermoluminescence dating). 175	

The second approach that we developed (Le Goff et al., 2002) involves determining an 176	

archeomagnetic dating estimate when the direction being dated is statistically identical to a 177	

dated direction of the reference curve at the 95% confidence level; specifically, when the 178	

angle between them is less than a certain critical value (γc) based on the statistical 179	

characteristics of the directions considered (McFadden and McElhinny, 1990; see equations 1 180	

and 2 and detailed description in Le Goff et al., 2002). The dating interval obtained is 181	

extended by half the window duration of the mean reference direction at each end. This 182	

approach is much more restrictive than the first method because it requires excellent 183	

agreement between the test and reference directions, whereas the first method is based only 184	

on relative proximity.	 In	 addition, contrary to the first method, any dated time interval 185	

determined by statistical compatibility, or equivalence, at the 95% confidence level is 186	

completely independent of the other time segments of the reference curve. This calculation is 187	

a statistical test that validates, with a fixed level of confidence, the hypothesis that the dating 188	

range obtained cannot be rejected (McFadden and McElhinny, 1990; Le Goff et al., 2002). 189	

Hence, it also provides information on a more likely age range(s) within the 95%-confidence 190	

time segment (referred to as γ<γc Probability in the figures below), which is information that 191	

can be prudently conveyed to the archeologists (Le Goff et al., 2002).  Examples of these two 192	

archeomagnetic dating methods are illustrated below.  193	

 194	

4. Discussion based on examples of archeomagnetic dating 195	

The first example of archeomagnetic dating involves a large domestic oven more than two 196	

meters wide that was excavated from natural silt near the small town of Anet, ~70 km west of 197	
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Paris, France (Labat, 2021). This oven had four superimposed floors separated by pebble 198	

beds, three of which were sampled for archeomagnetic analysis (Table S1). The results 199	

obtained for the upper floor (the last use of the oven, before its abandonment) are presented in 200	

Fig. 2a. The two dating approaches yield similar results, suggesting a date between the mid-201	

10th and mid-12th centuries, with a higher probability for the 11th century. These 202	

archeomagnetic dating results are consistent with the few elements of archeological dating 203	

from pottery fragments found in the kiln (Labat, 2021). 204	

However, there are some cases in which it may not be possible to obtain dates from both 205	

dating methods. To illustrate this synthetically, we have arbitrarily modified the magnetic 206	

declination of the direction used in Fig. 2a by 2° (Fig. 2b) and 4° (Fig. 2c) towards the east, 207	

resulting in the gradual deviation of the undated direction from the reference curve. At a 208	

deviation of 2°, it is no longer possible to determine a date by statistical compatibility because 209	

the undated direction is no longer 95% compatible with a dated segment of the reference 210	

curve. Maximum proximity dating can still be used, giving a result that is very close to the 211	

previously derived dating estimate while remaining just as precise, even if the direction is 212	

quite far from the reference curve (Fig. 2c). An actual example is also presented in Fig. 3 213	

involving the archeomagnetic dating of a domestic oven found at Genas, near Lyon, in 214	

central-eastern France (Donzé, 2021; Table S1). It is extremely important to emphasize that 215	

dating by maximum proximity always produces a result unless a rejection distance is 216	

introduced. When observed, the interpretation of the apparent divergence between the 217	

direction being dated and the reference curve is far from trivial. Causes of such a discrepancy 218	

should be sought, both in terms of the direction to be dated and/or the reference curve. For 219	

example, the sampled structure may have been slightly tilted since its last use, thus causing a 220	

deviation of the archeomagnetic direction. Alternatively, this direction could be slightly 221	

biased, perhaps due to an anisotropy effect during the acquisition of thermoremanent 222	
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magnetization, which would remain present and would not be sufficiently corrected. In terms 223	

of the reference curve, it may be the case that the curve is insufficiently well defined at the 224	

corresponding age, or its estimated accuracy does not satisfactorily reflect the current state of 225	

our knowledge. Indeed, some of the directions used to calculate the reference curve may 226	

themselves be slightly biased by one of the reasons mentioned above. In addition, one can 227	

also consider the distribution of the individual structure-level data used to construct the 228	

reference curve (Fig. 7 in Le Goff et al., 2020), especially in terms of the significance of the 229	

apparent discrepancy observed. It could result from the smoothing procedure (i.e., the sliding 230	

windows technique) used to construct the reference curve, which constrains its temporal 231	

resolution (Le Goff and Gallet, 2019). In other words, the absence of statistical compatibility 232	

dating does not necessarily mean that the direction to be dated does not fall within the usual 233	

dispersion envelope of the data used to calculate the curve. From this perspective, the undated 234	

directions used in Figs. 2b, 2c and 3 do not appear to be particularly deviant from the set of 235	

individual reference directions available for the periods studied (Fig. 4). This shows us that, in 236	

addition to their number and consistency, the effects of the temporal distribution of the 237	

reference data on the calculation of the mean directional curve using a sliding window 238	

technique should not be ignored. In fact, dispersion of the reference data is clearly a key 239	

consideration (see appendix). Regardless, the lack of results from 95% confidence level 240	

statistical compatibility dating is an important aspect that should be recognized when 241	

discussing the reliability of dating results. However, although it would seem preferable to 242	

focus primarily on results of the statistical compatibility dating, results obtained by the 243	

maximum proximity method are at least equally interesting and significant because this 244	

technique, to some extent, minimizes some of the inherent limitations of archeomagnetic 245	

dating due to the dispersion of reference data. Above all, this demonstrates that the two 246	

methods are complementary and should be applied in conjunction. 247	
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When applicable, both dating methods should give similar results. However, depending on 248	

the nature of the reference curve, there are cases in which statistical compatibility dating gives 249	

more accurate results. These cases involve periods in which the directional variation curve is 250	

described by a hook or a cusp, as during the Roman period or during the 13th-14th centuries 251	

(Fig. 1). Fig. 5a illustrates archeomagnetic dating of a Roman kiln discovered at Plessis-252	

Gassot, ~20 km north of Paris (Gazagne, 2021; Table S1). Maximum proximity dating 253	

suggests a long-term interval between ~50-465 AD, while statistical compatibility dating 254	

gives two distinct intervals, ~70-260 AD and ~295-465 AD. The maximum proximity 255	

probability curve shows two clear peaks that fall within the Early and Late Roman Empire 256	

periods (dark red curve), which is synchronous with the two previous options. The 95% 257	

probability threshold, however, approximately incorporates both of these solutions within the 258	

same 95% dating interval. This is an inevitable consequence of the dependence of the 95% 259	

probability level calculated for maximum proximity dating on the nature of the directional 260	

variations during the entire time segment tested for dating (in this case, between 120 BCE and 261	

800 AD). Two synthetic examples for the Roman (Fig. 5b; Table S1) and Medieval (Fig. 5c; 262	

Table S1) periods more clearly illustrate this situation, further emphasizing how these two 263	

methods complement each other. 264	

Each example presented in Figs. 2, 3 and 5 provides specific chronological information. 265	

Series of archeomagnetic dating results are also of interest because of the increasing wealth of 266	

information thus obtained for the purpose of archeological consideration. As mentioned 267	

above, the oven discovered at Anet exhibited well-separated, successive levels of use. This 268	

raises the question of whether the duration this oven was used can also be constrained by 269	

archeomagnetism, and how the maximum proximity and statistical compatibility dating 270	

methods help respectively to limit this duration. The dating results from three of the four 271	

floors, including the upper (see also Fig. 2a) and lower floors, are presented in Fig. 6. Both 272	
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dating methods produce results for each of the three levels. All dating estimates obtained are 273	

very consistent and there is no apparent drift in the archeomagnetic directions suggesting a 274	

change in the 95% dating intervals that could be related to a long period of oven use.	With the 275	

precision of archeomagnetism, as well as considering the nature of the reference directional 276	

variations over the time period studied, the three levels are found to have roughly the same 277	

age, implying that the oven was not used for a long time. However, this duration cannot be 278	

estimated precisely from archeomagnetic data alone. A terminus post quem is defined at 279	

~1000 AD (oldest limit of the time interval derived from statistical compatibility dating of the 280	

lower floor) and a terminus ante quem at ~1125 AD (youngest dating limit of the upper floor), 281	

giving a maximum duration of ~125 years, while maximum proximity dating suggests a 282	

maximum period of use of ~195 years (i.e., ~945-1140 AD). It is important to remember that 283	

these estimates must also be added to the duration of use of the first state/level of the kiln, 284	

which is currently unknown. While it seems more likely that this kiln was not used for such a 285	

long duration, the accuracy of these archeomagnetic constraints is clearly penalized by the 286	

temporal resolution of the reference directional variation curve (Le Goff and Gallet, 2019 and 287	

see above). 288	

The large-scale use of archeomagnetic dating for numerous domestic ovens from the same 289	

archeological site can also provide constraints on the continuity or possible discontinuities in 290	

site occupation. Examples based on studies conducted by Nicolas Warmé (Institut National de 291	

Recherches Archéologiques Préventives, INRAP) can be found in Le Goff et al. (2020) and 292	

are not shown here. 293	

 294	

5. Concluding remarks 295	
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The examples presented above highlight the applications of archeomagnetic dating in 296	

terms of the vector treatment of directions, specifically when the compared directions (the 297	

direction to be dated and a mean reference direction) are made to be as equivalent as possible. 298	

This can be accomplished by using the sliding window and averaging technique developed by 299	

Le Goff et al. (2002; 2020), which involves the weighting of individual (structure-level) 300	

reference data within the same time window. In addition to providing a direct description of 301	

the consistency between two directions, this procedure allows for the application to 302	

archeomagnetic dating of the statistical compatibility test developed by McFadden and 303	

McElhinny (1990), which compares two paleomagnetic directions (Le Goff et al., 2002). This 304	

contrasts with the usual procedure of comparing declinations and inclinations separately, 305	

although this difference in data processing does not significantly alter the dating results 306	

derived from the maximum proximity method (tests were performed using the code 307	

developed by Pavón-Carrasco et al., 2011). It should be noted that both of our proposed 308	

spherical methods require a complete determination of the archeomagnetic direction to be 309	

dated, whereas the dating methods developed by Pavón-Carrasco et al. (2011) and Lanos and 310	

Dufresne (2019) can be applied with a single directional element, declination or inclination, 311	

and possibly with intensity data (e.g. Tema et al., 2013). 312	

Based on this spherical approach, we show the importance of the combined application of 313	

two dating methods: maximum proximity dating, which is similar (although with differences) 314	

to the usual archeomagnetic dating procedure, and statistical compatibility dating, which is 315	

derived from the test developed by McFadden and McElhinny (1990). While they normally 316	

should give similar results, the more restrictive statistical compatibility method may not 317	

always produce results due to the 95% confidence level requirement, whereas the maximum 318	

proximity method always gives results, even if the undated direction deviates significantly 319	

from the reference curve. A clear advantage of the latter is that it may partially circumvent 320	
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limitations related to the dispersion of the reference data and to its smoothing by successive 321	

time windows. Thus, both methods have their advantages and disadvantages, and ideally 322	

should be jointly applied to provide a powerful alternative to other archeomagnetic dating 323	

methods. While the absence of statistical compatibility dating may be taken as a warning 324	

regarding the reliability of an archeomagnetic dating result, we prefer to adopt a more positive 325	

point of view in which statistical compatibility dating, when available, allows us to define an 326	

optimal time range within the tested interval. 327	

Archeomagnetic dating remains a difficult exercise, and any results must be interpreted 328	

cautiously. Archeomagnetists cannot control crucial elements such as a slight tilting of a 329	

structure (which may be visually undetectable) since its last use, which introduces biases into 330	

archeomagnetic dating results, or the temporal resolution of the reference directional variation 331	

curve. Le Goff and Gallet (2019) used a synthetic approach to show that the overall dating 332	

accuracy of the reference data would not allow for the recovery of rapid, century-scale 333	

directional variations that would be consistent with the well-known evolution of the 334	

geomagnetic field over the past few centuries (even when using age uncertainties of only ±50 335	

years and despite numerous reference data). These elements, as well as the concerns regarding 336	

the dispersion of reference data, mean that archeomagnetic dating results must necessarily be 337	

compared with those obtain by other chronological methods (e.g., archeological, historical, 338	

radiocarbon and/or thermoluminescence).  339	

Recent progress in establishing regional directional variation curves of the geomagnetic 340	

field for the past few millennia has allowed the improvement of archeomagnetic dating 341	

methods as well as their integration into the list of chronological methods available to 342	

archeologists. The proposed dual spherical dating approach used in this study allows us to 343	

enhance the reliability of the results obtained and thus strengthen the scope of archeomagnetic 344	

dating. 345	
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Appendix : Further illustrating reference data dispersion  482	

We have highlighted the effects of reference data dispersion on archeomagnetic dating 483	

results, particularly in the case of the two spherical methods proposed. Here, we illustrate this 484	

dispersion in more detail by using the Bayesian AH-RJMCMC (Age Hyperparameter Reverse 485	

Jump Monte Carlo Markov Chain) method developed by Livermore et al. (2018) to trace the 486	

regional change in geomagnetic intensities over the past millennia (e.g. Gallet et al., 2020; 487	

Genevey et al., 2021). This method relies on fitting reference data without a priori 488	

information (and without regularization) about the curve to be determined (see detailed 489	

description of the method in Livermore et al., 2018). In applying it to geomagnetic directions, 490	

declination and inclination data were separated.  491	

 The resulting time-dependent posterior distributions of declination and inclination are 492	

shown in Fig. A (the calculation parameters are given in its legend). They appear to be 493	

bimodal and/or particularly spread out at certain periods. This can be clearly seen around 450, 494	

1000-1200, and 1500 AD for the inclinations, and around the 12th century for the declinations 495	

(see discussion in Le Goff and Gallet, 2019). These features thus directly represent the 496	

dispersion of data. Unless erratic evolutions of the geomagnetic declinations and inclinations 497	

on a short time scale are considered, it is necessary to smooth the dataset. Thus, the sliding 498	

window method in which the duration and time shifts between the windows are varying 499	

according to the temporal distribution of the reference data provides a conservative, and 500	

reasonable, approach to recovering the regional geomagnetic field curve in a form that is 501	

suitable for archeomagnetic dating. 502	

503	
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 504	

Figure captions 505	

 506	

Fig. 1. Directional variations of the Earth’s magnetic field in France between 100 BCE and 507	

1700 AD as derived from the archeomagnetic data compiled by Le Goff et al. (2020). The 508	

mean curve was calculated from the bivariate extension of Fisher statistics (see Le Goff et al., 509	

2002 and 2020 for details). The 95%-confidence ovals are reported based on the weighted 510	

number of structure-level data available per time window. Between 1700 and 2000 AD, 511	

geomagnetic directions are known from direct (instrument) data (light green curve; Le Goff 512	

and Gallet, 2017). All data were reduced to Paris. 513	

Fig. 2. (a) Archeomagnetic dating of the upper floor of the domestic oven found at Anet, 514	

France (Labat, 2021; Table S1). Synthetic examples of dating after arbitrary (b) 2° shift and 515	

(c) 4° shift in the declination toward the east are also presented. The direction to be dated (α95 516	

in thick black line) and the set of mean directions that define the geomagnetic reference 517	

directional variation curve in France (Le Goff et al., 2020) are shown in a spherical 518	

projection. The segment tested for maximum proximity dating (here between 700 and 1500 519	

AD) is shown in red, the corresponding 95%-confidence ovals are shown in light blue, and 520	

the rest of the curve, without the confidence ovals, is shown in gray. The diagrams on the 521	

right show the dating results. In each of these diagrams, the thin dark red curve indicates the 522	

normalized maximum proximity probability density curve (x100) determined between the 523	

direction to be dated and all reference directions. The thick horizontal dark red line indicates 524	

the maximum proximity dating interval determined to the 95% probability level. The blue 525	

curve shows the angular distances between the direction to be dated and all reference 526	

directions minus the associated critical distances that are determined with 95% confidence 527	
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(McFadden and McElhinny, 1990). Dating is only possible when these values are negative 528	

(Le Goff et al., 2002). The thick horizontal blue line indicates the extension of the dating 529	

interval obtained by 95%-statistical compatibility. The green curve shows what is called here 530	

γ< γc Probability, i.e. the errors (%) that would be made if the direction to be dated was 531	

considered to be different from the successive reference directions (Le Goff et al., 2002). 532	

Fig. 3. Archeomagnetic dating of a domestic oven found in Genas, Central France (Donzé, 533	

2021; Table S1). The segment tested for maximum proximity dating is between 600 and 1400 534	

AD. This figure uses the legend described in Fig. 2.  535	

Fig. 4. Dispersion of the available individual (structure-level) data between 600 and 1400 AD 536	

used to calculate the mean sliding window directional variation curve (same as in Fig. 1). 537	

These data are color-coded according to their dating ranges. The data in white and gray are 538	

from Anet and Genas, respectively, and are also shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 539	

Fig. 5. (a) Archeomagnetic dating of a Roman oven found at Plessis-Gassot (Gazagne, 2021). 540	

The segment tested for maximum proximity dating is between 120 BCE and 800 AD, and 541	

uses the same legend as described in Fig. 2. The synthetic dating of two arbitrary 542	

archeomagnetic directions is also presented, which would indicate (b) a Roman age and (c) a 543	

Medieval age (Table S1). In Fig. 5c, only one maximum-proximity dating interval is retained 544	

due to an overlap between the two intervals derived from surface computations when 545	

extended by half the window durations at their ends. The same situation actually occurs in Fig 546	

5a,b as well, but very marginally so. 547	

Fig. 6. Archeomagnetic dating of three of the four floors of the domestic oven found at Anet 548	

(Labat, 2021; Table S1). (a) Dating of the upper floor (see also Fig. 2a); (b) dating of one of 549	

the two intermediate floors; (c) dating of the lower floor. This figure uses the legend 550	

described in Fig. 2.  551	
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Fig. A. Density of posterior distributions of declination and inclination between 120 BCE and 552	

1700 AD as estimated using the Bayesian AH-RJMCMC method developed by Livermore et 553	

al. (2018) and the compiled Saint Maur data with age uncertainties of less than ±50 years. The 554	

densities are reported in greyscale, with darker shades for higher values. The blue dashed 555	

lines indicate the 95%-credible envelope. The computational parameters are as follows: σmove 556	

= 30 years, σchange and σbirth = 4° for declination and 2° for inclination, Kmax = 150, a chain 557	

length of 200 million samples, priors of -25° and 30° for the minimum and maximum 558	

declination, respectively, 50° and 75° for the minimum and maximum inclination, 559	

respectively, and one datum age perturbed per age-resampling step.  560	

 561	

Table S1. The archeomagnetic directions used for the dating methods described in this study. 562	

Location of the sites: Anet (λ = 48.84956°N, φ = 1.42370°E); Genas (λ = 45.73229°N, φ = 563	

4.99597°E); Plessis-Gassot (λ = 49.04653°N, φ = 2.41764°E). 564	
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Site Declination    
site (°)

Inclination 
site (°)

Declination 
Paris (°)

Inclination 
Paris (°)

N              
samples K α95

Anet, upper floor  (Fig. 2a, 6a) 19.6 62.6 19.6 62.8 23 4732 0.4
          intermed. floor  (Fig. 6b) 17.7 62.8 17.9 62.9 14 3138 0.7
          lower floor  (Fig. 6c) 20.3 61.9 20.5 62.1 22 2657 0.6

Genas  (Fig. 3) 19.7 66.4 21.1 68.1 19 5820 0.4

Plessis-Gassot  (Fig. 5a) -0.6 61.9 -0.6 61.7 12 1869 0.9

Synthetic Roman  (Fig. 5b) - - -0.1 62.1 13 892 1.3

Synthetic Medieval  (Fig. 5c) - - 7.0 59.0 13 892 1.3

Table S1


